[Features of filamentous cytoskeletons in acquired multidrug-resistance of HL-60 human leukemia cell line].
Acquired resistance to chemotherapeutic drugs by tumor cells is an important obstacle to effective therapy of human malignancy. These resistance cell lines originated from human or rodent have been characterized by increased expression of MDR (Multidrug-resistance) gene and P-glycoprotein which plays as efflux pump of drugs from cells. These multidrug-resistance sublines also have been reported increased activities of protein kinases and glutathione S-transferase-pi. Although there have been extensive biophysical and biochemical characterization of the differences between parental lines and MDR tumor cell sublines, morphologic observations have been limited. In this study, filamentous cytoskeletons which involve many biological phenomena such as maintenance of cell morphology, mitosis, cellular movement, transport, and adhesion, were observed by confocal laser microscopy. To compare the expression of each cytoskeletons, fluorescent intensities of cells stained for each cytoskeletons were measured by confocal laser microscopic system. Utilizing this methodology, higher microtubular expression was observed in HL-60/ADR and K562/ADR than in their parental lines, but no significant differences of actin and vimentin were observed. Phosphorylation by protein kinases has been established as a key factor in the regulation of cytoskeletal function. But little is known about the role of protein phosphorylation in cytoskeletal function. Since increased activities of PKC and PTK were detected in HL-60/ADR, the effect of PKC inhibitor, staurosporine (STR), or PTK inhibitor, genistein (GNS), on cell growth was detected. STR and GNS reduced the resistance to Adriamycin in HL-60/ADR. Furthermore, STR and GNS disrupted the filamentous structure of microtubules in HL-60/ADR, and suppressed the expression of microtubules to 37%, and 49%, respectively. In contrast, PKC activator, phorbol ester (TPA), caused stronger microtubular assembling in HL-60/ADR, and increased the expression of microtubules to 134%. Resulting from this study, it is likely that acquired MDR of HL-60 and K562 was associated with increased expression of microtubules, and microtubular assembling or disassembling was considered to be regulated in part by PKC and PTK.